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Discussion of results contained in the series of publications that
form the basis for the habilitation application

4.1 Introduction

Theoretical description of copper-based high-temperature superconductors has been the sub-
ject of intense research for many years. The basic questions that remain without a definitive
answer concern the microscopic mechanism of the formation of unconventional phases observed
in the aforementioned compounds, as well as the minimal model that would allow for the re-
construction of their fundamental physical properties. The difficulties in the formulation of the
appropriate theoretical approach result mainly from the fact that cuprates belong to the class
of strongly correlated materials, in which the interaction energy contribution is greater than
the corresponding kinetic energy part. This circumstance, which leads to complications in the
formal description, at the same time, makes cuprates such an interesting family of materials with
a rich phase diagram (see Fig. 1 a). It has been established, that the parent compound is an
antiferromagnetic charge transfer insulator [1] with a Néel temperature ranging from 240 K to
420 K [2]. Upon doping, one can observe the creation of magnetic ordering (SDW - spin-density
wave) and charge ordering (CDW - charge-density wave), as well as the superconducting phase
in the doping range δ . 0.35 with optimal doping δ ≈ 0.1 − 0.2, for which the critical temper-
ature reaches the maximum value [3, 4, 5]. In recent years, the Cooper pair density wave state
(PDW) has been reported experimentally with a modulation vector close to the one which cor-
responds to the periodicity of charge density wave [6]. In addition, for the temperatures above
the critical temperature, the so-called pseudogap [7] phase is observed. So far, the complete
unified theoretical description of the physics of copper-based materials has not been formulated.
At the same time, it is not clear whether it is possible to explain the entire diversity of physical
observations on the basis of a single microscopic mechanism. Due to the crucial role of Coulomb
interactions in the cuprates, it seems reasonable to analyze the scenario, in which they induce
superconductivity and related phenomena [8, 9, 10]. Nevertheless, it should be noted that there
are alternative approaches, in which for example, antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations lead to the
formation of Cooper pairs in the regime of weak correlation [11]. In addition, despite the un-
conventional nature of the superconducting phase in the cuprates, a scenario is also considered,
in which the classical phonon-mediated mechanism plays an important role in the formation of
the SC state. [12, 13, 14].

Figure 1: a) Phase diagram of copper-based high-temperature superconductors for the case of
hole-doping; b) crystal structure of cuprates with visible copper-oxygen planes (red and green
spheres) and a charge reservoir layer (gray spheres), which composition depends on the specific
compound. Figures taken from [3].
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The cuprates have a layered structure, consisting of copper-oxygen planes (1,2,3, or more
in a unit cell) separated by the so-called charge reservoir with different composition, depending
on the specific material (see Fig. 1 b). It is believed that the physics of copper-oxygen planes
is instrumental for the unique properties of the cuprates and determines the form of their
phase diagram. The high value of the Coulomb interaction integral, which corresponds to the
partially filled 3d shells of the copper atoms suggests that the application of widely used ab
inito methods (such as DFT) does not lead to the reproduction of basic physical properties.
On the other hand, methods dedicated to correlated systems are characterized by a high degree
of complexity, which limits their applicability only to simplified models and/or systems with
a significantly reduced size. Therefore, a very important aspect of theoretical research is to
determine the minimal model, simple enough to allow for taking into account the correlations
with the appropriate accuracy. A the same time such model has to contain those degrees of
freedom that are responsible for the creation of interesting phenomena.

The widely used approach is based on the effective single-band Hamiltonian for a Cu-O plane,
in which the role of quasiparticles is played by the Zhang-Rice singlets [15]. One of the canonical
models, within the paradigm of strong correlations, is the t-J model [16, 1], where the exchange
interaction ∼ J appears due to projecting out these electron configurations that correspond to
increased energy of the Coulomb interaction. Theoretically estimated exchange integral takes
the value of J = 0.1 − 0.16 eV [1], which agrees well with Raman scattering measurements
[17, 18, 19] as well as inelastic neutron scattering [20] for the case of parent compounds. The
t-J model leads naturally to the stability of the superconducting phase already at the level of
the renormalized mean field theory (RMFT) [21, 22]. Another model of interest in the context
of copper-based superconductors is the Hubbard model [23, 24], which, however, requires more
advanced computational methods in order to obtain the paired phase stability. This difference
is due to the fact that in the t-J model, the pairing correlations are already included directly
at the Hamiltonian level through the kinetic exchange term, whereas in the Hubbard model
the correlations need be accounted for within the chosen calculation method, which requires
going beyond the renormalized mean field theory. The approach which combines features of
both models is based on the so-called t-J-U model and is analysed in detail in the series of
our papers [H1, H3, H2, H5, H6]. Within such description, both the ∼ J term and small but
non-zero number of double occupancies appear. The single-band approach was also analyzed
in the context of the antiferromagnetic phase [25, 26], the spin-density-wave [27, 28, 29] and
the charge-density-wave [30, 31, 32]. In addition, due to the observed relationship between the
critical temperature and the number of Cu-O planes in the unit cell, the analysis of the inter-
plane effects on the properties of superconducting phase has been carried out [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]
.

The single-band picture of the cuprates, despite its simplicity, has led to the reconstruction
of selected principal properties observed in this family of compounds. Nevertheless, it should
be noted that within such approach, the oxygen degrees of freedom, are incorporated only in
an effective manner. At the same time, experimental studies show that the doped holes mainly
occupy the oxygen states [40]. Also, by tuning the ratio between the carriers on the copper
and oxygen atoms and reducing the energy between the copper and oxygen atomic levels one
can maximize the superconducting critical temperature [41, 42, 43]. These facts indicate the
importance of determining how the oxygen degrees of freedom affect the physics of the cuprates.
The simplest model that can be analysed in this context consists of the 3dx2−y2 orbital due to
copper atoms, and the 2px and 2py orbitals due to oxygen atoms. As a result of the hybridization
between the 2pσ and 3dx2−y2 states, a partially filled antibonding band (AB) and fully filled
non-bonding (NB) and bonding (B) bands are formed. After taking into account the role of the
strong Coulomb repulsion, the AB band splits into upper and lower Hubbard subbands, what
in turn leads to the insulating state with the gap ≈ 1 − 2 eV for the parent compound (Fig.
2). Theoretical studies of the three-band model have shown that it is possible to reproduce
the charge transfer insulating state [44, 45, 46] and the antiferromagnetic ordering appears for
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Figure 2: a) Energy level splitting for the 3d9 configuration due to the copper atoms and 2p6

due to the oxygen atoms in the Cu-O plane caused by the crystal field and the Jahn-Teller effect.
Strong covalent bonds resulting from the 2pσ and 3dx2−y2 states within the xy plane constitute
the three-band model of the high-temperature copper-based superconductors. b) Due to the
hybridization of the 2pσ and 3dx2−y2 states, the anti-bonding (AB), non-bonding (NB) and
bonding (B) bands are formed. c) After taking into account the role of the strong Coulomb
repulsion, the AB band splits into upper and lower Hubbard subbands, which in turn lead to
the insulating state with the gap ≈ 1− 2 eV. Figures taken from [38, 39].

low doping values. Moreover, the typical structure of the superconducting dome occurs for
δ ≈ 0.05− 0.3 [47, 48]. The similarity between the single- and three-band approaches has been
highlighted in the work [49], while according to some analysis the explicit inclusion of oxygen
states leads to fundamental changes in the physics of the model [50, 51].

4.2 Aim of the research

Within the research presented here, the emphasis was mainly placed on the theoretical
description of the superconducting phase, as well as the antiferromagnetic and the charge density
wave phases in the context of the copper-based compounds. The aim of the research was to
reconstruct a number of fundamental physical properties of cuprates in the framework of a
unified description based on the paradigm of strong electron correlation according to which
Coulomb repulsion is the origin of the phenomena of interest. In such approach, it is important
to include electron correlations with the satisfactory accuracy. For this purpose, the novel
diagrammatic expansion of the Gutzwiller wave-function (DE-GWF) method has been extended
in a essential manner allowing for a detailed analysis of selected models as well as unconventional
phases. The DE-GWF-based approach allows to go beyond the widely used renormalized mean
field theory (RMFT) in a systematic manner by including non-local correlation of the increased
range in higher orders (zeroth order calculations are equivalent to RMFT). In addition, this
approach is efficient from the numerical point of view and is not limited to small systems, nor
is it associated with the sign problem (such restrictions are found in methods based on Monte
Carlo techniques). These features allow for comprehensive studies, taking into account different
variants of the models used and scanning a wide range of microscopic parameters.

First, several single-band models were analyzed to specify the one for which the fundamental
experimental observations regarding the d-wave superconducting phase in the cuprates can be
reproduced in the best possible manner (Sec. 4.3). Next, for the selected model, the influence of
interlayer processes on the paired state is analyzed for the case of the bilayer structure (Sec. 4.4).
Subsequently, the research is directed towards other broken-symmetry states, which are observed
in the cuprates (Sec. 4.5). Namely, the antiferromagnetic and nematic (with possible coexistence
with superconductivity) phases, as well as the charge-/pair-density wave phase. This allowed
to create a fairly complete phase diagram for the copper-based compounds within the single-
band approach, in which the symmetry-braking for particular states is induced by the collective
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phenomena described within the strong Coulomb interaction paradigm. In addition, due to the
mentioned limitations of the single-band approach, the analysis has been extended to the case
of the three-band model, in which the oxygen degrees of freedom are included explicitly. In this
manner the DE-GWF method has been applied for the first time to the multiband description
of superconductivity. The obtained results were analyzed in the context of experimental data
for the cuprates, and the two approaches in use (single- and three-band description) have been
compared (Sec. 4.6).

The presented research on unconventional superconductivity has also led to proposing an
unconventional Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov-type (FFLO) paired phase, which may occur
spontaneously, i.e. without the application of any external field. A prerequisite for the stability
of such phase is the presence of an inter-band pairing channel and an appropriate mismatch
between the two Fermi surface sheets between which the pairing occurs. Due to the multiband
character of the superconducting state that is observed in the family of iron-based compounds
[52], the proposed idea has been tested with the use of a model appropriate for those systems.
The iron-based materials in many aspects resemble the cuprates. Namely, superconductivity
also stabilizes due to doping of the parent compound, and for relatively low doping levels the
system is magnetically ordered. Nevertheless, iron-based compounds are considered to be less
correlated than the cuprates and have a different gap symmetry. The purpose of such analysis
was to verify whether the band structure of the selected compound allows for the appearance of
stable FFLO state of the proposed type. One of the interesting features of this concept is the
possibility of obtaining a material in which the superconducting current flows in the absence of
an external factor in the form of a magnetic or electric field. The results of the analysis are
described in the Sec. 4.7.

4.3 High-temperature superconductivity in the effective single-band approach
(papers [H1, H2])

In this Section we present a detailed analysis of the fundamental properties of the super-
conducting state by applying different variants of the single-band approach to the description
of Cu-O planes with a quantitative comparison to experiment (papers [H1, H2]). The purpose
of this study is to specify the single-band model which is best suited to describe the supercon-
ducting phase by comparing the theoretical results with the available experimental data.

First, the Hubbard, t-J , and t-J-U models have been analyzed (paper [H1]). The general
form of Hamiltonian, which in different variants corresponds to the three models, is presented
below.

Ĥ =
∑′

〈ij〉σ

tij ĉ
†
iσ ĉjσ + U

∑
i

n̂i↑n̂i↓ +
∑′

〈〈ij〉〉

JijŜi · Ŝj , (1)

where ĉ†iσ (ĉiσ) are the creation (annihilation) operators of particles in an effective single-band.
The primmed summation is with the restrictions i 6= j, while 〈i, j〉 and 〈〈i, j〉〉 refer to the
nearest- and next nearest-neighbors, with the hopping integrals t = −0.35 eV and t′ = 0.25|t|,
respectively. The first two terms represent kinetic (hopping) part and strong onsite Coulomb
repulsion, respectively, while the third term corresponds to the antiferromagnetic kinetic ex-
change. Such Hamiltonian defines the so-called t-J-U model. For the case of J = 0 we obtain
the Hubbard model, while in the limit of zero double occupancies, d2

G → 0 (U → ∞) we arrive
at the t-J model [16, 53]. In order to take into account the electronic correlations induced by
the large value of Coulomb repulsion (U >> |t|) with a satisfactory accuracy, the method of
diagrammatic expansion of the Gutzwiller wave function (DE-GWF) was used. Within such
approach the correlations with increased range are accounted for in higher orders of our ex-
pansion. For comparison, in selected cases, the calculations were also carried out based on the
zeroth order expansion, which is equivalent to RMFT. In the presented results, all the energies
are given in units of |t|.
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Figure 3: (a) Phase diagram in the (δ, U) plane obtained for the case of the Hubbard model with
visible regions of stability of the superconducting (SC) and paramagnetic (PM) phases; (b,c)
Amplitude of the correlated superconducting gap (∆G) and kinetic energy gain at the transition
to the SC state (∆EG) for the t-J model, for selected values of J ; (d,e) Phase diagrams for the
t-J-U model for two selected values of J . In Figs. (a,d,e) the values of dopings, which correspond
to the maximum superconducting amplitude (optimal doping- δopt) are marked. For the case
of the t-J-U model with J = 0.25 the non-BCS superconducting phase for which ∆Ekin < 0
appears in the area δ < δopt which is in agreement with the experimental observations (e).
Figures taken from [H1].

The DE-GWF method was used to determine the phase diagrams in (U, δ) plane, for the
principal single-band models (Fig. 3). The obtained theoretical results were first verified based
on available experimental data corresponding to the superconducting phase stability range,
optimal doping values (δopt) and the appearance of the non-BCS and BCS-like regimes. The
two last are characterized by the negative and positive values of the kinetic energy gain at the
transition to the SC state, respectively. The kinetic energy gain is defined as follows

∆Ekin ≡ ESCG|0 − EPMG|0 , EG|0 ≡
1

N

∑′

ijσ

tij〈ĉ†iσ ĉjσ〉G, (2)

where ESCG|0 and EPMG|0 are the kinetic energy contributions to the total energy in the supercon-
ducting and paramagnetic states, respectively. As determined by the measurements of optical
conductivity for the cuprates [54, 55, 56], the transition between the two regimes takes place
near the optimal doping, with the non-BCS behavior (∆Ekin < 0) appearing in the underdoped
region (δ < δopt). As can be seen from Fig. 3, in the strong correlations regime (U & 10) all
three models lead to the stability of the superconducting phase in the range of dopings δ . 0.35,
with optimal doping δopt ≈ 0.1 − 0.2, corresponding to the maximum value of correlated gap.
Such a result agrees quite well with the experimental result [4, 1]. However, discrepancies appear
when it comes to the presence of the non-BCS and BCS-like regimes. Namely, both Hubbard
(a) and t-J models (b, c) do not lead to the transition between the two regimes for doping levels
close to δopt. However, such transition is obtained for the t-J-U model for a relatively large
value of U (U & 20) and J ≈ 0.25 (e). It should be noted that these values are close to those
resulting from previous estimates for Coulomb repulsion and the exchange integral between the
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copper atoms in the Cu-O plane [57, 58, 59, 1]. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), for the two selected
sets of parameters the values of ∆Ekin calculated within the t-J-U model, agree very well with
the available experimental data [54]. It should be noted, that the same model does not lead to
similar agreement for the case of zeroth order expansion calculations. This indicates that the
role of the higher-order terms of our diagrammatic expansion is significant in reconstructing the
experimental picture of the SC phase in the cuprates.

Figure 4: (a) Kinetic energy gain at the transition to the SC phase for two sets of the t-J-U
model parameters (blue and red curves). The experimental data was taken from Ref. [54]. For
comparison, the results obtained within the zeroth order expansion for the t-J-U model (gray
dashed curve for the SGA method, which is an RMFT modification) and for the t-J model in
higher orders (black dashed-dotted curve), were also plotted; (b, c) Correlated superconducting
gap and the condensation energy for the same parameters and models as plotted in (a). Good
agreement with experimental data was obtained only for the t-J-U model with the inclusion of
the higher order terms of the diagrammatic expansion. Figures taken from [H1].

Another characteristic feature of the cuprates is the very weak doping dependence of the
nodal Fermi velocity and effective mass [60, 61, 62, 63]. Direct comparison of the theoretical
results with available experimental data is presented in Fig. 5. Similarly as in the previous case,
the best agreement is obtained for the t-J-U model with the same values of parameters as in
Fig. 4. Additionally, the calculated values of the Fermi momentum as a function of doping agree
relatively well with the experiment [Fig. 5 (c)]. It should be noted that in the overdoped regime,
where electron correlations become weaker due to the large number of holes in the system, both
the RMFT and DE-GWF approaches give similar results.

The analysis of the three principal single-band models as applied to the description of the
cuprates shows that the best agreement with the experiment is obtained for the t-J-U model,
with the inclusion of the higher order terms of the diagrammatic expansion. Nevertheless,
within such an approach, some of the two-site terms were neglected, which potentially may lead
to different physical behavior of our system. Therefore, in the subsequent stage of the research,
the influence of principal two-site interaction terms, is analyzed (paper [H3]). Namely, in the
t-J-U Hamiltonian considered earlier, the correlated electron hopping and the intersite Coulomb
repulsion were additionally taken into account. The explicit form of those two is provided below.

ĤK =
∑
〈ij〉σ

K(n̂iσ̄ + n̂jσ̄)ĉ†iσ ĉjσ, ĤV = V
∑
〈ij〉

n̂in̂j . (3)

The first results from the off-diagonal matrix elements of the Coulomb repulsion between the
nearest-neighbors, and the corresponding interaction integral is Kij = 〈ii|V (r − r′)|ij〉. As it
has been shown in earlier studies, such term may lead to the stability of the superconducting
state already at the level of the mean field theory [64, 65]. On the other hand, it is expected
that the second term (Vij = 〈ij|V (r− r′)|ij〉 > 0) has a negative effect on superconductivity as
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Figure 5: Nodal Fermi velocity (a) relative effective mass (b) and Fermi momentum (c) as
functions of doping calculated for the same parameters and models as in Fig. 4 (colors of the
curves are also the same). Very good agreement with the experiment was obtained for the t-J-U
model within the DE-GWF approach. The experimental data were taken from [62, 63, 60, 61,
4]. Additionally, the inset in (a) shows the calculated dispersion relation near the nodal point.
Figures taken from [H1].

it increases the energy associated with the configuration corresponding to the intersite Cooper
pair. At this stage the doping range within which the analysis is carried out is extended to the
electron-doping side of the phase diagram (δ < 0).

As can be seen in Fig. 6, for the t-J-U model supplemented with the terms (3), at the
electron-doped side the superconductivity is weaker (the correlated gap has lower values) and
appears in a narrower doping range, what reproduces qualitatively the experimental situation
[39]. Correlated hopping broadens the area of superconducting phase stability mainly on the
electron-doped side and slightly shifts the doping corresponding to the transition between the
non-BCS and BCS-like regimes towards δ = 0. As it has been expected, the intersite Coulomb
repulsion, negatively affects the superconductivity by decreasing the value of the upper critical
doping. In general, the calculations show that both correlated hopping and intersite Coulomb
repulsion have no major effect on the physical picture of superconductivity in a single-band
approach, for K . 0.2 and V < 1.0, respectively. In addition, in this parameter range the
reduction of the upper critical doping caused by the presence of the ∼ V term improves the
agreement with the experimental value, without affecting other theoretically reproduced fea-
tures. It should be mentioned that the calculations for the case of the Hubbard model, extended
by the correlated hopping term, showed an unusual behavior of the correlated superconducting
gap as a function of doping (cf. Fig. 6 from Ref. [H2]), with the possibility of phase separation
appearance, which is not reported in the experimental situation.

The features of the quasi-particle dispersion relation were determined for the case of the
extended model for both the electron and hole dopings with K 6= 0. The influence of correlated
hopping on the value of chemical potential and Fermi momentum is small. The comparison of
the theoretical values of the Fermi momenta with the experimental corespondents have already
been shown in Fig. 5 for the case of hole doping. For the case of electron doping the theoretical
results agree quite well with the few available experimental points [66, 67]. Measured values
of the chemical potential shift in LSCO [4] also agree well with the theory in the doping range
δ > δopt ≈ 0.2. For δ < δopt the discrepancies are more visible. As theK parameter increases, the
Fermi velocity in the nodal direction decreases. Nevertheless, the calculated values still remain
within the limits set by the available experimental data [66, 67]. Particularly, for K . 0.35 the
weak dependence of vF on doping is preserved.

To summarize, the results presented in this Section show that among the analyzed single-
band models, the one that leads to the best agreement with the experiment is the t-J-U model. In
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Figure 6: Correlated superconducting gap as a function of doping and correlated hopping integral
(a), as well as intersite Coulomb repulsion integral (b), for the t-J-U model with parameters U =
21 and J = 0.25. Correlated hopping does not affect the physical picture of the superconducting
state in the range K . 0.2− 0.3 (a), while the intersite Coulomb repulsion negatively influences
superconductivity by reducing the upper critical doping for SC phase formation (b). Figures
taken from [H2].

Figure 7: Nodal Fermi velocity (a), Fermi momentum (b), chemical potential (c), as well as
the double occupancies of holes and electrons (d) as functions of doping for the t-J-U model
(U = 21, J = 0.25) supplemented with the correlated hopping term for selected values of the K
parameter. Experimental data were taken from [66, 67, 68, 62, 69, 4]. Figures taken from [H3].

combination with the DE-GWF method, it allows to reproduce the principal universal properties
of the superconducting state in copper-based compounds. Namely, (i) the calculated correlated
pairing amplitude reflects the dome-like structure of the superconducting phase, with the upper
critical doping ∼ 0.35 − 0.4 and optimal doping ∼ 0.1 − 0.2, which agrees quite well with
the experimental picture; (ii) the asymmetry between the superconducting stability regions
for the electron- and hole-dopings has been obtained, in favor of the latter, similarly as in
the family of copper-based compounds; (iii) the transition between the non-BCS and BCS-like
regimes has been obtained close to the optimal doping, with the non-BCS behavior contained in
the underdoped regime - quantitative agreement with experiment for ∆Ekin(δ); (iv) calculated
nodal Fermi velocity, Fermi momentum and effective mass are weakly doping dependent and
agree quantitatively with the available experimental data.

It should be noted that the agreement in all of the above aspects appears for a single set of
model parameters. Namely, the electron hopping integrals have typical values for the cuprates
and are similar to those determined in the previous studies carried out with the use of ab initio
calculations and by fitting the Fermi surface topology to the experimental situation [1]. Within
the presented approach, the term ∼ J is due to the superexchange between the copper d-orbitals
via the antibonding 2pσ states due to oxygen. According to previous study carried out with
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the use of cluster calculations the value of J = 0.1 − 0.13 eV, while the calculated Coulomb
repulsion integral at the d orbitals takes the value U = 7 − 10 eV. Both values are similar
to those for which we have obtained agreement within the t-J-U model (J = 0.09 eV and
U = 8 eV). Equally important, the obtained physical picture of the superconducting state is
preserved for the extended model supplemented with the two-site terms (correlated hopping and
intersite Coulomb repulsion). Therefore the necessary components of the theoretical description
are already included at the level of pure t-J-U model. Two principal features that characterize
the presented approach are the presence of the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction term (it
also occurs in the t-J model) and small but non-zero double occupancies (appears also in the
Hubbard model). For the value of U ∼ 8 eV and d2 ∼ 10−2 we obtain the energy contribution
from the Coulomb term Ud2 . 80 meV, with the value J ∼ 100 meV and the kinetic energy
4|t| ≈ 140 meV for δ = 0.1 (around the optimal doping). From this estimation it can be seen
that for non-zero dopings the model situation corresponds to a truly correlated state in which
each of the three factors play a significant role. From the interplay between all three, and taking
into account electron correlation in higher orders of diagrammatic expansion, the unconventional
character of the superconducting state emerges which leads to the reproduction of the principal
experimental observations.

4.4 Effect of the interlayer processes on the superconducting phase charac-
teristics (paper [H3])

According to the results presented in the previous Section, the t-J-U model leads to a good
agreement with the principal experimental observations corresponding to the superconducting
phase of the cuprates. Nevertheless, these studies were limited to the description of a single
Cu-O plane. In the family of the copper-based compounds there are systems, which have more
than one copper-oxygen plane in the unit cell, and the critical temperature is proportional to
the number of planes for n ≤ 3 [70]. Therefore, at the next stage of the research, a structure
consisting of two Cu-O layers has been considered and the influence of the inter-layer processes
on superconductivity has been analyzed. The intra-layer part of the Hamiltonian, is determined
by the t-J-U model given by Eq. (1), whereas the inter-layer part is shown below

Ĥ⊥ =
∑′′

ijll′σ

t⊥ij ĉ
†
ilσ ĉjl′σ +

∑′′

ijll′

J⊥ij Ŝil · Ŝjl′ + U ′′
∑′′

ijll′

(
ĉ†il↑ĉ

†
jl↓ĉjl′↓ĉil′↑ + ĉ†il↑ĉ

†
jl↓ĉil′↓ĉjl′↑

)
+U ′

∑′′

ill′

ĉ†il↑ĉ
†
il↓ĉil′↓ĉil′↑,

(4)

where l, l′ enumerate the two Cu-O layers (l = 1, 2), and double-primed sums are limited to
i 6= j, l 6= l′. The subsequent terms represent the electron hopping between the layers, the
inter-layer exchange interaction, as well as the pair-hopping of electrons between the layers.

The interlayer hopping term leads to the Fermi surface splitting into bonding and anti-
bonding sheets. The values of the hopping parameters are selected so that the single-particle
part in the reciprocal space has the form [71]

Ht⊥ =
∑′′

kll′σ

[
tbs +

tz
4

(cos kx − cos ky)
2

]
ĉ†klσ ĉkl′σ , (5)

where tbs and tz correspond to the isotropic and anisotropic part of the Fermi surface splitting,
respectively. The latter determines the splitting in the antinodal direction, and the former in
the nodal direction. It is very difficult to carry out the diagrammatic expansion in higher orders
for the case of the four-site ∼ U ′′ term. Therefore, this particular term has been included in the
calculations within the zeroth order expansion. This is justified by the fact that the value of U ′′

is much smaller than U .
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In the considered situation, apart from the intra-layer pairing, one should also take into
account the inter-layer contribution, which can lead to deviations from pure d-wave symmetry.
Such deviations are observed in some of the experiments for the cuprates [72, 73] and they can
influence the stability of the superconducting phase, as well as modify the critical temperature.
In this study, the intra-layer d-wave pairing with an admixture of interlayer s± symmetry has
been considered. The correlated superconducting gap in the reciprocal space takes the form

∆G(k) = 2∆
||
G(cos kx + cos ky)±∆⊥G, (6)

where ± corresponds to the bonding and antibonding Fermi surface sheets while ∆
||
G (∆⊥G) is

the intralayer (interlayer) pairing amplitude in the correlated state.

Figure 8: Intra-layer (a,c) and inter-layer (b,d) correlated gaps as a function of doping for
selected values of inter-layer isotropic (tbs) and anisotropic (tz) hopping amplitudes for J⊥ = 0,
U ′ = U ′′ = 0; (e) ∆⊥G and ∆

‖
G as a function of doping for tz = −0.3, tbs = 0, for selected values

of J⊥; (f) ∆⊥G and ∆
‖
G as a function of J⊥ for selected doping value close to the optimal doping,

δ = 0.2. Figures taken from [H3].

According to our analysis, the non-zero values of ∆⊥G appear already for case with J⊥ = 0,
U ′ = U ′′ = 0, tbs 6= 0, tz 6= 0 (Fig. 8 a, b, c, d). Thus, inter-layer hopping is enough to
induce inter-layer pairing in the system. However, this effect does not appear in the zeroth
order calculations (RMFT). This again shows the importance of the higher orders terms of
diagrammatic expansion for the creation of the superconducting phase. The amplitude of the
inter-layer pairing is one order of magnitude smaller than its intra-layer corespondent (Fig. 8),
and the maxima of both components of the pairing appear for similar doping values, so ∆⊥

should not have significant influence on the superconducting dome structure observed in the
cuprates.

Both anisotropic and isotropic Fermi surface splitting have similar effect on pairing am-
plitudes, increasing ∆⊥G and slightly decreasing ∆

||
G, mainly in the overdoped region δ > δopt.

Nevertheless, the overall behavior of ∆
‖
G as a function of doping is similar to that corresponding

to the single-layer structure (see Fig. 8 a, c and 4 b). The influence of inter-layer pairing in
the realistic range of J⊥ value also does not influence the intra-layer pairing significantly (Fig.
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8 e, f). As expected, with increasing J⊥, ∆⊥ also increases. Nevertheless, the latter still has
relatively small values.

Figure 9: Intralayer (a) and interlayer (b) superconducting gap as a function of doping for
tbs = 0, tz = −0.3, J⊥ = 0, and for selected values of U ′ ranging from 0.0 to −0.9 with a step
of 0.3 assuming U ′ = −2U ′′. Figures taken from [H3].

In contrast to the processes analyzed above, the inter-layer tunneling of the Cooper pairs has
a significant influence on the stability of the superconducting phase. As one can see in Fig. 9,
with increasing |U”| the stability region of the superconducting phase widens and the maximum
value of the intralayer pairing amplitude increases. The effect is strong even though the selected
values of U” are small in relation to the chosen values of U . Thus, within such description, the
increase of the critical temperature value for materials with more than one Cu-O plane in the
unit cell, should be mainly due to the inter-layer tunneling of the Cooper pairs.

In the next stage of the research, the model parameters were chosen so as to obtain agreement
with the basic characteristics measured by electron spectroscopy for the superconducting state in
the bi-layer compound Bi-2212 [60]. As can be seen from Fig. 10 (a), the Fermi surface splitting
is strongly anisotropic, just like in experiments [60]. The nodal splitting value in the overdoped
regime agrees well with the measured values. For dopings below δopt, the calculated value ∆BS

decreases significantly below the level corresponding to the measured values. However, there are
experimental reports of a total drop in ∆BS below the optimal doping [74]. This discrepancy
between different sets of experimental results [60, 61, 74] on the one hand and theoretical results
on the other, requires further analysis. The calculated Fermi velocity values are close to those
measured experimentally and are ≈ 2 eV Å for both the bonding and antibonding Fermi surface
sheets. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there are no available measurements that
would distinguish between two Fermi velocities, therefore it is impossible to directly compare the
theoretical values with experiment for both of them. Good agreement has also been obtained
when it comes to comparing the dispersion relation near Fermi energy for the selected doping
value (Fig. 10c).

To summarize, the research on the copper-oxide bilayer structure indicates that the basic
properties of the superconducting state, obtained within the description based on a single-band
model t-J-U , do not change fundamentally as a result of interlayer effects. However, in systems
with larger number of layers, the increase of the critical temperature is mainly caused by the
interlayer hopping of pairs. In addition, for the bilayer model, it was possible to obtain quite
good agreement between the theoretical and experimental results for the Bi-2212 compound (see
Fig. 10).

4.5 Charge-density-wave, nematicity, and antiferromagnetic phase in single-
band models of the cuprates (papers [H4, H5, H6])

In previous sections the principal research results, corresponding to the pure superconducting
phase, have been presented. In this Section, the analysis is extended for the case of the remaining
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Figure 10: (a) Fermi surface sheets for selected doping value near the optimal doping; (b) Bilayer
splitting in the nodal direction as a function of doping. Gray areas represent values measured
experimentally [60]; (c) theoretical (lines) and experimental [60] (circles) dispersion relations as
a function of doping; (d) Fermi’s nodal velocity corresponding to the bonding and anti-bonding
band as a function of doping. The presented results were obtained for the parameters t′ = 0.36,
tz = −0.15, tbs = −0.06, U = 13.5, and J = 0.25. Figures taken from [H3].

unconventional states with broken symmetry that are observed in the cuprates. Moreover, in
selected cases the possibility of their co-existence with the superconductivity will be analyzed.

At first the nematic ordering with possible coexistence with superconductivity is going to
be analyzed. Nematicity is characterized by a spontaneous rotational symmetry breaking with
preservation of the translational symmetry corresponding to the crystal lattice. Since there
is a small rhombohedral distortion in some of the compounds from the cuprate family, it is
not easy to identify the nematicity due to the fact that the C4 symmetry is already broken
by the crystal lattice itself. Nevertheless, despite a very small distortion, there is a relatively
large anisotropy of various physical quantities [75, 76, 77]. This indicates that anisotropy in
copper-based compounds is not a trivial consequence of the distortion of the lattice, instead
it comes as a result of the susceptibilty of the electronic wave function towards a spontaneous
C4 symmetry breaking, which can be induced by electron correlations [78, 79]. The latter
hypothesis is analyzed in the paper [H4] within a single-band approach using the DE-GWF
method. Additionally, it is believed that the nematic state may be considered as a kind of
a precursor state before the formation of the CDW state [78]. This makes the nematicity an
interesting subject from the perspective of the whole phase diagram of the cuprates.

The calculations for the Hubbard model are presented in Fig. 11 with typical values of the
hoppingu parameters t = −0.35 eV and t′ = 0.25|t|. As can be seen spontaneous C4 symmetry
breaking appears in a relatively large area of the phase diagram, wherein the nematic phase
order parameter is δPG = PG1,0 − PG0,1 6= 0, with PGX,Y = 〈ĉ†iσ ĉjσ〉G [cf. Fig. 11 (c)]. The nematic
phase coexist with superconductivity, which in this case has a mixed gap symmetry [s-wave (a)
+ d-wave (b)]. The amplitude of the s-wave component is two orders of magnitude smaller
than the d-wave corespondent and it is induced by the C4 symmetry braking. The situation for
which the nematic phase has not been included in the calculations is presented in Fig. 11 (d).
From comparison between Fig. 11 (b) and (d) one can see that the nematicity relatively strongly
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negatively affects the d-wave superconductivity. This points to the competition between the two
phases (SC and N), which, however, is not strong enough for one of the phases to completely
dominate the other. This allows for the appearance of a significant coexistence region.

Figure 11: Pairing amplitudes corresponding to s-wave (a) and d-wave (b) symmetries, as well
as the nematic phase order parameter (c) as a function both doping and Coulumb repulsion
integral. Additionally, in (d) the diagram with no nematicity included is presented (only the
d-wave superconductivity). Figures taken from [H4].

As follows from the analysis, the competition between the SC and N phases is strongly
influenced by two terms appearing in extended versions of single-band Hamiltonian, which in
this respect have the opposite effect. Namely, as it turned out, the ∼ J term promotes the
superconducting phase at the expense of the nematic phase. Figures 12 (a), (b) and (c) show
that the nematic phase stability region is decreased, in favor of the pure d-wave SC state, with
increasing J value. In particular, for a set of model parameters (in this case the t-J-U model)
for which good agreement between theory and experiment was obtained with regard to the pure
superconducting phase (see chapter 4.3), the nematicity is completely removed from the phase
diagram. An opposite effect is obtained for the case of the intersite Coulomb repulsion [cf. Fig.
12 (d), (e) and (f)], which promotes the nematic phase at the expense of superconductivity. As
a result, for significant values of the V parameter the nematicity may still occur in the t-J-U -V
model (see Fig. 5 from the work [H4]).

The influence of the so-called correlated electron hopping term on the discussed phenomena
is not significant in the range reaching relatively large values of the K parameter (K . 1) (see
Fig. 6 in [H4]). For the sake of completeness, calculations were also carried out for various forms
of the electronic structure, characterized by the t′ parameter (Fig. 4 (b), (d), (f) in [H4]). The
value of t′ may differ slightly for various compounds from the copper family. With decreasing t′,
the upper critical doping for the appearance of nematicity decreases, while the overall picture
of the nematic and superconducting phases in the considered models does not change.

It should be noted that in the present analysis a square lattice without any rhombohedral
distortion has been considered. This means that the observed effects of the nematic phase
formation, as well as its coexistence with superconductivity, have a spontaneous character and
result from strong electron correlations induced by the Coulomb repulsion. Similarly as in the
case of the superconducting phase, the higher order terms of the diagrammatic expansion are
also essential here, and the zero-order calculations (which are equivalent to RMFT) do not
lead to the stability of the nematic phase. In this sense, the presented analysis supports the
hypothesis that the higher order effects resulting from electron correlations lead to the electron
susceptibility of the wave function towards the C4 symmetry breaking. Further analysis showed
that that for a small distortion, there is a significant anisotropy between the directions (1.0) and
(0, 1) in the electron hopping expectation values (Fig .7 from [H4]), which corresponds to the
situation known from the experiment [75, 76, 77]. However, this aspect requires more detailed
analysis.

To summarize, we report the spontaneous C4 symmetry breaking due to electron corre-
lation, already at the level of the Hubbard model. Within such approach, the SC+N phase
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Figure 12: d-wave (a) and s-wave (b) superconducting gaps as well as the order parameter of
the nematic phase (c) as a function of doping for the t-J-U model for selected values of the
exchange integral J . Figures (d), (e), and (f) provide analogous results for the Hubbard model
extended by the intersite Coulomb repulsion, for different values of V . For both models U = 11.5
was taken for the calculations. Figures taken from [H4].

stability region (coexistence of superconductivity and nematic phase) is quite robust, which
would be destructive for the nodal direction appearance due to the s-wave component of the
pairing in the SC+N state. However, for the t-J-U model, for which the agreement with prin-
cipal features of the superconducting phase has been previously obtained (see Section 4.3), the
nematicity is destroyed by the exchange interactions. As a result, the previously obtained prop-
erties can be preserved even after taking into account the nematic phase, which can still occur,
but in a very limited area of doping, after considering the weak rhombohedral distortion and/or
Coulomb intersite repulsion.

At the next stage the charge density wave (CDW) phase has been analyzed. The initial
calculations were carried out within the SGA method, which is a modification of RMFT with
statistical self-consistency conditions imposed [H5]. In general, the electron concentration mod-
ulation in the CDW phase (for the case of no magnetic ordering) is given by

ni = n+ δne
iQRi , (7)

where n is the reference value, and δn is the modulation amplitude of the charge density wave
that can be interpreted as a CDW order parameter. The simplest form of the CDW phase
is defined by the modulation vector Q = (π, π)/a. In such case, the system is divided into
two sublattices. For one of them the concentration of electrons is smaller, and for the other
correspondingly larger. According to the calculations carried out within the SGA method the
considered CDW phase is not stable for the case of Hubbard and t-J-U models. Nevertheless, as
shown in Fig. 13, after adding the intersite Coulomb repulsion term (t-J-U -V model), starting
from a certain critical value of the V parameter, the charge ordering stability region appears
and becomes wider as the V parameter is increased. It should be noted that the threshold
value V ≈ 1.85, above which the CDW phase appears in the phase diagram is so large that the
superconductivity is already completely destroyed.

The results shown in the Fig. 13 cannot be directly related to the experimental picture,
due to the fact that the theoretical approach leads to, the CDW phase appearance for too large
dopings. Experimentally, it has been established that the CDW phase appears in the underdoped
regime. In addition, the experimentally determined modulation vectors differ from those taken
for the initial theoretical analysis. Namely, according to the available experimental data, charge
modulation vectors are incommensurate and take the form (0, Q)2π/a and (Q, 0)2π/a, where
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Figure 13: Modulation amplitude for the CDW phase for Q = (π, π) for the t-J-U -V model
with U = 20, J = 1/3 and for selected values of V . Figures taken from [H5].

Q ≈ 0.25−0.3 [80, 81, 82]. It is still unclear whether these two vectors are realized simultaneously
in the cuprates, or two types of domains are formed within the sample in which only one of the
measured vectors defines the form of CDW phase [83].

In order to examine the effect of the modulation vector on the theoretically determined CDW
phase stability region, calculations have been carried out for the case of the Q vector which is
close to the one that is actually measured experimentally, i.e. with Q = 1/3 [H5]. Moreover,
the presence of the antiferromagnetic phase was taken into account in the calculations. The
results for Q = (π, π)/a and Q = (1/3, 0)2π/a are shown in Figs. 14 (a) and (b), respectively.
As can be seen, after changing the modulation vector, the CDW phase stability regime changes
substantially and the order parameter maximum moves towards lower dopings, which brings
theoretical results closer to the experimental data. In addition, antiferromagnetic phase (AF)
appears close to the half-filling, which is also observed experimentally. Nevertheless, the cal-
culated upper critical doping for the appearance of the AF ordering is too large in comparison
with the experimental value [3]. As discussed in Appendix B to the paper [H5], the latter re-
sult can be significantly improved if an alternative scheme for determining the renormalization
parameters in the AF phase is applied.

Figure 14: Phase diagram for the t-J-U -V model with the inclusion of the antiferromagnetic
phase (with order parameter m = n↑ − n↓) and the phase with the charge density wave [with
order parameter δn defined in (7)] corresponding to the modulation vector Q = (π, π)/a (a) and
Q = (1/3, 0)2π/a (b). Figures taken from [H5].

Due to the fact that the phase diagrams obtained as part of the preliminary calculations
(within the SGA method) do not agree satisfactorily with the experimental picture [3, 7, 80],
the calculations with the inclusion of the higher orders of our diagrammatic expansion were also
carried out. This analysis was aimed at verifying whether this approach will allow to reconstruct
the experimental situation, for which in the overdoped regime (δopt ≈ 0.15−0.2) the pure d-wave
superconducting phase is stable, while for the underdoping the CDW phase appears. It should
be noted, that the appearance of the Cooper pair density wave state (PDW) has been recently
reported experimentally [6]. According to this study the modulation vector of the PDW phase
is very similar to the one corresponding to the charge order modulation.
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Therefore, we have analyzed the situation in which the superconducting phase adapts to the
charge density wave by creating its own Cooper pair density modulation with the same vector
Q. This leads to the PDW+CDW coexistence for which the modulation applies to electron
concentration niσ = 〈ĉ†iσ ĉiσ〉G, electron hopping expectation values PGijσ = 〈ĉ†iσ ĉjσ〉G, as well

as anomalous averages which are responsible for the superconductivity ∆G
ij = 〈ĉ†i↑ĉ

†
j↓〉G. The

modulation amplitudes denoted by δnCDW , δP d,s
′,s′′,x,x′′

CDW , and δ∆d,s′,x
PDW correspond to the three

aforementioned averages, respectively. The individual symbols in the superscripts d, s′, s′′, x′, x′′

correspond to the specific symmetries for the charge-density- and for the Cooper-pair-density-
wave and are defined in detail in [H6]. In such case the modulation amplitudes play the role of
order parameters for the complex PDW+CDW phase.

First, the calculations for the Hubbard model were carried out. The determined phase
diagrams are shown in Fig. 15. As one can see the pure d-wave superconductivity (SC) begins
to be stable below δ ≈ 0.35. Then the C4 symmetry is spontaneously broken below δ ≈ 0.28 and
the nematic phase coexisting with superconductivity (SC+N) is formed. In this phase there is
a mixture of d-wave and s-wave symmetries and non-zero values of PG(1,0) − PG(0,1) (see Fig. 11
and 12). Then, below δ ≈ 0.2 the CDW+PDW stabilty regime sets in. As can be seen in the
Figure, non-zero values of all the modulation amplitudes considered here appear in this region.
The nematic phase, which appears while reducing the doping, can be understood as a precursor
phase of the CDW and PDW phases in which C4 symmetry breaking takes place.

As you can see in the Fig. 13 the term ∼ V was necessary to stabilize the CDW phase
within the SGA approximation (modification of the RMFT approach). However, by including
the higher orders of the diagrammatic expansion within the DE-GWF method, one obtains
the stability of the charge density modulated phase (this time co-existing with the PDW phase)
already for the Hubbard model case for V = 0 (intrasite Coulomb interactions only). In addition,
its stability area reaches up to δ ≈ 0.2, which better reflects the experimental situation. This is
yet another example showing the limitations of the RMFT approximation and how significant
are the higher order terms of the diagrammatic expansion for th description of the strongly
correlated electron systems. A similar result for the Hubbard model, however, in the narrower
range of dopings and without taking into account the nematic phase, was obtained as part of
the Variational Cluster Approximation method (VCA) [31].

Figure 15: Phase diagram for the Hubbard model for U = 18. (a) The reference values of
the d-wave (∆̄d) and extended s-wave (∆̄s′ ) SC gaps, as well as the modulation amplitudes
δ∆d

PDW , δ∆x′
PDW and δ∆x

PDW as a function of doping; (b), (c) electron hopping expectation
values corresponding to the s-wave (P̄ s

′
, P̄ s

′′
) and d-wave (P̄ d) symmetries, as well as the

modulation amplitude δP dCDW , δP s
′
CDW , δP s

′′
CDW , δP xCDW , and δP x

′
CDW as a function of doping;

(d) double occupancies on subsequent sublattice sites (0,1,2), which form a repeating pattern in
the coexistent PDW+CDW phase. The doping stability ranges of subsequent phases is marked
at the top of the Figures. Figure taken from [H6].
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In spite of the interesting result obtained for the Hubbard model, it was still not possible
to reconstruct the correct sequence of phases observed in this experiment [3, 7]. Therefore, at
the next stage of the research, calculations were carried out for the t-J-U model, which had
previously lead to a very good agreement with the experiments regarding the pure supercon-
ducting phase (see chapters 4.3, 4.4). As you can see in Fig. 16 after considering the term ∼ J ,
the superconducting phase suppresses nematic ordering, resulting in a phase sequence similar
to that known from experimental research. This means that in the overdoped regime we have a
pure superconducting phase with d-wave gap symmetry, which creates the characteristic dome
structure with the optimal doping δopt ≈ 0.18. Furthermore, in the underdoped regime δ < δopt

we observe the charge ordering [7, 80]. In our case, the CDW phase appears in coexistence with
the PDW phase, which has also been verified in a compound from the cuprate family [6]. Mod-
ulation amplitudes which describe the CDW ordering increase as the doping decreases, which
corresponds to the experimentally observed changes in the critical temperature for the forma-
tion of CDW phase with doping [84, 80]. Moreover, the obtained results show that the charge
ordering competes with the d-wave superconducting phase. In the PDW+CDW stability region,
the reference value responsible for the d-wave pairing is reduced relative to that corresponding
to the situation when no modulated states are taken into account [cf. red dotted line in Fig.
16 (a)]. Similar competition between the two phases is also observed experimentally, where the
critical temperature is reduced in the CDW stability regime [7, 84].

Figure 16: Phase diagram for the t-J-U model for U = 18. (a) The reference values of
the d-wave (∆̄d) and extended s-wave (∆̄s′ ) SC gaps, as well as the amplitude modulations
δ∆d

PDW , δ∆x′
PDW and δ∆x

PDW as a function of doping; (b), (c) electron hopping expectation
values corresponding to the s-wave (P̄ s

′
, P̄ s

′′
) and d-wave (P̄ d) symmetries, as well as the

modulation amplitudes δP dCDW , δP s
′
CDW , δP s

′′
CDW , δP xCDW , and δP x

′
CDW as a function of doping;

(d) double occupancies on subsequent sublattice sites (0,1,2), which form a repeating pattern in
the coexistent PDW+CDW phase. The doping stability ranges of subsequent phases is marked
at the top of the Figures. Figure taken from [H6].

To summarize, when it comes to the charge ordered phase, the best agreement with the
available experimental data was obtained for the t-J-U model with microscopic parameters
close to those for which we have previously been able to reproduce quantitatively the principal
properties of the pure superconducting phase of the cuprates. Formation of the CDW phase
within our approach occurs due to the effects of electron correlation, which were accounted for by
higher order terms of the diagrammatic expansion (DE-GWF method). Within such approach, it
was possible to reconstruct the proper sequence of phases which is observed in the phase diagram
for the cuprates with the d-wave superconducting phase in the overdoped regime and the charge
ordering contained in the underdoped regime. In the latter the competition between the SC and
CDW phases appear which also is reported experimentally. Nevertheless, according to available
experimental data, in a large group of copper-based compounds, the dominant amplitude in
terms of the CDW phase is that corresponding to the d-wave symmetry (deltaP dCDW ). Within
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our theoretical description deltaP dCDW is higher as an absolute value than the other amplitudes,
except for that corresponding to the modulation of the onsite electron concentration δnCDW [see
Fig. 16 (b) and (c)]. This inconsistency with the experimental picture requires further analysis,
possibly going beyond the single-band models of the cuprates.

4.6 Superconductivity in the three-band model of cuprates (paper [H7])

Previous considerations regarding the copper-based compounds were carried out within an
effective single-band approach. As mentioned in the Introduction, some experimental facts
indicate the importance of explicit inclusion of the oxygen degrees of freedom in the description
of the copper-based compounds [41, 42, 43, 40]. Therefore, calculations have been carried out for
the case of the extended approach in which the oxygen orbitals of the Cu-O plane are included
explicitly. For this purpose the so-called d-p model has been considered which consists of the
3dx2−y2 orbitals due to the copper atoms and 2px/2py orbitals due to the oxygen atoms. Typical
hopping parameters were used for calculations: tdp = 1.13 eV, tpp = 0.49 eV, and the difference
between d and p orbital atomic levels εdp = 3.57 eV.

Figure 17: (a) The hole content distribution between the d and p orbitals (ñd = 2 − nd, ñp =
2 − np) for the hole and electron doped case. The orange solid line corresponds to the parent
compound and is defined by the equation δ = 1− ñd − 2ñp = 0. The upper right (bottom left)
corner of the figure corresponds to hole (electron) doping. The calculations were carried out for
Ud = 7.85 eV and Up = 4.1 eV using the DE-GWF, VMC and HF methods; (b) The hole content
distribution between the d and p orbitals for different values of the Ud and εdp parameters. For
each case, the hole content distribution factor (ρ = ∆ñd/2∆ñp) was determined by fitting the
linear function to the calculated points. Figure taken from [H7].

As part of the initial analysis, calculations were carried out for the normal state with the
use of the DE-GWF, variation Monte Carlo (VMC), as well as Hartee-Fock approximation (HF)
methods. An extended version of the correlator was used for the VMC method, which explicitly
takes into account the intersite correlations by using the so-called Jastrow coefficients (for more
details see [H7]). Figure 17 shows the hole content distribution (ñd = 2 − nd, ñp = 2 − np)
between the copper and oxygen orbitals. As one can see, the results for the DE-GWF and
VMC methods are practically the same, showing that the Gutzwiller wave function used within
the DE-GWF approach takes into account the correlation effects with satisfactory accuracy
and it is not necessary to include Jastrow correlators (VMC method). This result is also an
additional test verifying the correctness of the implemented extension of the DE-GWF approach
to the three-band model. The Hartee-Fock method, which neglects electron correlations leads
to substantially different results and higher energy of the system than those derived from the
DE-GWF and VMC methods (see Fig. 6 in [H7]). The available experimental data show that
the hole content distribution factor (ρ = ∆ñd/2∆ñp) for cuprates is ρ ≈ 0.2− 1.0, depending on
the specific compound. For selected model parameters, the DE-GWF and VMC methods give
the value ρ = 0.72, while HF leads to much larger unrealistic values of ρ = 2.0. This indicates
that the low values of ρ measured for the cuprates are the result of strong correlations taken
into account in the DE-GWF and VMC approaches.
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Figure 18: Pairing amplitudes between the orbitals taken into account in the three-band model:
d-d (a), p-p (c), and d-p (d) as a function of doping for Up = 4.1 eV and Ud = 10.3 eV. The
superscripts appearing in the pairing amplitudes symbols, determine between which atomic sites
the pairing takes place (for details see Fig. 3 in [H7]). Fig. (b) shows the pairing amplitudes
for the first, third and fourth (the second is zero due to the d-wave pairing symmetry) nearest
neighbor for a single-band Hubbard model with typical parameters (t = −0.35, t′ = 0.25|t|,U = 6
eV). Figures taken from [H7].

According to recent experimental reports for the cuprates, the value of ρ is correlated with
the maximum critical temperature [42]. Therefore, it is possible to make preliminary conclusions
about the superconducting state already based on the results presented in the Fig. 17. As you
can see in Fig. 17 (b) for smaller values of the Coulomb repulsion on the copper atoms we
get higher values of the ρ parameter. Thus, smaller Ud should enhance superconductivity. This
conclusion also agrees with the recent GW+DFT calculations [85], according to which the higher
maximum critical temperature corresponds to the lower values of Ud (HgBa2CuO4-TC ≈ 90K,
Ud = 8.84 eV and La2CuO4-TC ≈ 40K, Ud = 9.61 eV).

In the next stage of the research, calculations for the superconducting state were carried out
within the DE-GWF method. Figure 18 shows correlated pairing amplitudes between different
orbitals as a function of doping. The subsequent amplitudes are defined in Fig. 3 of the paper
[H7]. As one can see, the dominant contribution to the superconducting phase results from
the d-d paring between the copper nearest-neighbors (∆1

dd). This is also indicated by the fact
that the amplitude ∆1

dd essentially determines the behavior of the correlated quasi-particle gap
(∆qp). The latter is the most representative pairing amplitude in the system due to the fact
that it corresponds to the quasi-particle operators of creation and annihilation in states from
the hybridized band. On the latter the gap opens in the superconducting state. As can be seen
in the Figs. 18 (a) and (b), the doping dependences of the pairing amplitudes which correspond
to subsequent copper nearest neighbors for the three-band model resemble the corresponding
nearest neighbor pairings between the atomic sites for the case of the single band square-lattice
model. Also, both approaches (single- and three-band) lead to a superconducting dome structure
with a similar upper critical doping value for the appearance of the superconducting phase
δc ≈ 0.3 − 0.35 and the optimal doping within δopt = 0.1 − 0.2, which also agrees with the
experimental data [2]. Moreover, the behavior of the calculated pairing amplitude in the (Ud, δ)
plane [cf. Fig. 19 (a) and (b)] for the d-p model is similar to the one resulting from the single-
band models [see Fig. 11 (d) and 3]. Namely, on the diagrams one can distinguish three regions:
(i) weak correlations region where the pairing amplitude increases with increase of Ud (U for
the single-band case); (ii) moderate correlations region placed around the maximum pairing
amplitude as a function of Ud or U ; (iii) strong correlations region, where the pairing amplitude
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decreases with increasing Ud or U . The cuprates are placed in the strong correlations region,
but near the moderate correlations regime. Therefore, the correlated superconducting gap (as
well as the critical temperature) should be higher for compounds with a smaller value of Ud.
It is because by reducing Ud we approach the moderate correlations region where the pairing
amplitude is maximized. Such conclusion is in agreement with the the analysis of the ρ coefficient
carried out earlier (Fig. 17).
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Despite the similarities between the two models, there are also differences. Namely, within
the single-band approach, the energy associated with the lowest excited state equals to U and
corresponds to an electron transfer between two singly occupied sites of the lattice, which leads
to a double occupancy. On the other hand, for the three-band description, the lowest energy
excitation corresponds to an electron transfer from a doubly occupied oxygen orbital to a singly
occupied copper orbital. Such a process leads to an increase in the energy of the system by
∆E = Ud − Up + εdp. In the d-p model, the value of ∆E determines the strength of the
correlations. Thus, decreasing the value of εdp should move the entire SC phase stability region
towards higher values of the Ud in the (Ud, δ) plane. This effect can be seen in the Fig. 19
where decreasing εdp by 2 eV leads to a shift of the SC stability regime towards higher Ud by the
same value of ≈ 2 eV. Such behavior of the model leads to a situation in which lower values of
both Ud and εdp correspond to compounds, which are closer to the moderate correlations regime,
where the pairing amplitude is maximized. This in turn results in higher critical temperatures
for those materials.

The spin-spin correlation functions between the d orbitals of the copper atoms were also
determined for three selected modulation vectors. As can be seen in Fig. 20 the spin-spin
correlation corresponding to the modulation vector Q = (π, π) is the dominant one and has
a maximum for the undoped system. This corresponds to the experimental situation for the
cuprates, where antiferromagnetic phase is observed for parent compounds and for very low
values of hole doping (δ . 0.05). Nevertheless, the correlation functions do not allow us to
determine the value of the upper critical doping for the formation of antiferromagnetic order.
Therefore, this aspect, as well as the question of the possible coexistence of the superconducting
phase with antiferromagnetism for the low values of δ in the three-band model requires further
research.

To summarize, in this Section we have shown that in general aspects, both single- and
three-band approaches lead to similar results corresponding the the superconducting phase.
This speaks for the correctness of the effective single-band description of the SC state in the
cuprates. Nevertheless, explicit inclusion of the oxygen degrees of freedom seems necessary in
order to carry out an accurate description of individual compounds from the cuprate family
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and to map the differences between them. Such differences correspond for example to different
values of the maximum critical temperature. The analysis of the hole distribution coefficient
ρ presented here, which is related to this latter aspect, shows the qualitative agreement with
the available experimental data [42]. In addition, the inclusion of oxygen degrees of freedom
may play an important role in obtaining the full agreement for the case of the charge ordered
phase [5] and the so-called pseudogap phase [7]. This, however, reaches beyond the scope of the
analysis presented here.

4.7 Spontaneous FFLO superconducting phase in the model of iron-based
compounds (papers [H8, H9])

In this Section we analyze the concept of a Fulde-Ferrell (FF) phase creation due to the
mismatch of the Fermi-surface sheets in the model with interband pairing. As proposed by us
in [H8], this type of phase may arise spontaneously in the absence of any external field, which in
turn is necessary in the original concept by Fulde and Ferrell, as well as Larkin and Ovczinnikov
[86, 87]. In such approach, the mismatch between the Fermi surface sheets can be compensated
by the non-zero center-of-mass momentum of the Cooper pairs, which leads to the formation of
the FF phase. The model selected for the analysis of the proposed effect, describes the two hole
and two electron bands of an iron-based superconductors, which was supplemented with the
singlet inter-band pairing term. The dispersion relations and the corresponding Fermi-surface
sheets are shown in the Fig. 21, while the singlet pairing operators are defined by formula
(4) in the [H8]. We consider a situation in which Cooper pairs can have a non-zero center-of-
mass momentum (Q), and the superconducting gap has the mixed s-wave + extended s-wave
symmetry. As shown in [H8], in this model one can tune the mismatch between the two hole-
like Fermi-surface sheets ∆k1 and two electron-like Fermi-surface sheets ∆k2 by changing the
number of carriers in the system (see fig. 21). As a result, by setting the proper doping level, it
is possible to create favorable conditions for the appearance of the proposed FF phase.

At first, a simplified model was analyzed, which consists of only two hole-like bands. In
such situation, we have two concentric Fermi-surface sheets placed around the Γ point in the
Brillouin zone, with pairing between them [see Fig. 21 (b)]. In Fig. 22 it is shown how the free
energy of the system depends on the momentum of the Cooper pairs for two selected doping
values. For n = 1.75, the superconducting state with Q = (0, 0) is going to be stable (a), while
after increasing the doping of by 0.04, four minima in the free energy appear corresponding to
the non-zero center-of-mass momentum of Cooper pairs (b). As one can see in Fig. 22 (d) the
free energy for non-zero Q has a lower value than for Q = (0, 0). Thus, the state in which the
superconducting current flows is going to be formed spontaneously. The fact that there are four
equivalent minima located at the axes kx and ky results from the symmetry of the crystal lattice
and from the symmetry of the superconducting gap (s-wave). Calculations were also carried
out in a slightly different theoretical approach for d-wave symmetry of the gap. In such case,
similar minima are located at the directions kx = ky and kx = −ky (see Fig. 6 in [H9]).
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Figure 21: The electronic structure (a) and Fermi-surfaces sheets (b) for the considered four-band
model with the band filling n = 1.94. The mismatch between the hole-like and the electron-like
Fermi-surface sheets is described by the parameters ∆k1, ∆k2.

Figure 22: The free energy of the paired state as a function of the Cooper pairs center-of-mass
momentum for n = 1.75 (a) and n = 1.79 (b) for a model describing the two hole-like bands of
an iron-based superconductor. The pairing strengths have been set to U0 = 0.39. Figures (c)
and (d) show free energy for n = 1.75 and n = 1.79 respectively, as a function Qx for Qy = 0.
Minima visible in (b) and (d) indicate the possibility of a spontaneous FF phase formation.

The phase diagram in the (T, n) plane [Fig. 23 (a)] resembles the one corresponding to the
standard FFLO phase induced by the magnetic field [Mask, 88]. However, in the latter case,
instead of the doping axis there is magnetic field induction axis. At the same time, in both cases
the transition between the SC and FF phases is a discontinuous transition. This is indicated
by a sudden drop in the pairing amplitudes corresponding to the s-wave and extended s-wave
(∆(0)

1Q and ∆
(1)
1Q) symmetries at the SC/FF border [cf. Fig. 23 (c) and (d)]. Also, the pairing

amplitudes and Q vector absolute value have similar behavior as those presented in [89], which
correspond to the conventional type of the FF phase. In the model under consideration, the
situation corresponding to spin-singlet with orbital-triplet is equivalent to the spin-triplet with
orbital-singlet case. Thus, the proposed FF phase can also appear with the spin-triplet pairing
induced by the inter-orbital Hund’s coupling. Such a scenario was considered in [H9]).

The proposed concept was also tested for the full four-band model. As one can see in Fig.
21, in such case the Fermi wave vector mismatch between the two hole-like Fermi surface sheets
(marked by ∆k1) may be different from the one corresponding to the electron-like Fermi surface
sheets (marked by ∆k2). Thus, in general we can consider a situation in which there are two
different Q vectors, each of which leading to compensation of the mismatch in different pair of
bands. Nevertheless, one should note the term, which corresponds to the Cooper pair transfer
between the hole-like and electron-like bands. Assuming that there is no momentum change
during transfer of Cooper pairs, it is necessary to minimize the energy of the system with
respect to a single vector Q, which corresponds to the whole system.
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Figure 23: (a) Phase diagram at the (T, n) plane for the model describing two hole-like bands
of an iron-based superconductor. The black continuous line marks the upper critical doping for
the case when the FF phase is not taken into account in the calculations; (b) the Qx component
of the Cooper pairs center-of-mass momentum as a function of n and T , which correspond to
the stability of the FF phase; (c) and (d) the s-wave and extended s-wave superconducting gap
amplitudes as a function of n and T ; (e) phase diagram at the (T, n) plane for UO = 0.39 and
γ = 0.01 for the four-band model; (f) the area occupied by unpaired particles originating from
one of the hole-like bands for the band filling n = 1.795.

It has been shown that similarly as in the previous case also for the four-band model for
certain doping values free energy minima appear, which correspond to non-zero Q vectors located
on the axes kx and ky (see Fig. 8 in [H8]). The area of stability of the FF phase in the (T, n)
phase diagram is shown in Fig. 23 (e). The phase transitions between the SC and FF phases are
discontinuous similarly as in the two-band case. However, this time the phase diagram is quite
unconventional. Namely, with increasing doping a transition between the FF and SC phase
appear instead of the transition from the FF phase directly to the normal state as before [cf.
fig. 23 (a)]. Nevertheless, the location of the FF phase stability region in the diagram is similar
to that for the case of the simplified two-band model. This is due to the fact that the Cooper
pair center-of-mass momentum vector Q is mainly determined by the shape of the two hole-like
Fermi surface-sheets bands. This is because the superconducting gap for electron-like bands is
significantly larger than for the hole-like. This means that despite non-zero values of ∆k2 for
a given range of dopings, the pairing in the electron-like bands can exist without the necessity
of compensating ∆k2 by the non-zero momentum of the Cooper pairs. Thus, the FF phase is
induced due to the energetically beneficial ∆k1 compensation that occurs in the hole-like bands.
This is also indicated by the shape of the depairing region in the Brillouin zone [Fig. ?? (f)],
which is occupied by unpaired particles in one of the hole-like bands. All particles in the electron
bands are paired; therefore, the deparing region is located near the underlying Fermi surface
corresponding to one of the hole-like bands.

To summarize, the proposed unconventional Fulde-Ferrell phase can be stable in materials
in which superconductivity has a multiband character with dominant interband pairing and
appropriate Fermi surface topology. A group of materials that could meet these conditions are
iron-based high temperature superconductors. As shown, for the two- and four-band model
appropriate for this family of materials, the FF phase can be induced within a particular doping
range. The basic characteristics of the proposed FF phase are similar to those observed in the
standard situation where the non-zero momentum of Cooper pairs is induced by the presence
of an external magnetic field. The presented concept is also interesting due to the possibility
of obtaining a material in which the superconducting current is induced, in the absence of any
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external magnetic or electric field. Nevertheless, the question whether the dominant interband
pairing channel can appear in the iron-pnictides or other compounds still remains open. It
should also be noted that until now the proposed effect has not been observed experimentally.
Therefore, this concept requires further analysis, both theoretical and experimental.

4.8 Summary

We have carried our a detailed analysis of the effective single-band models to the description
of the copper-ased superconductors. According to our research, the important elements of the
theoretical approach, that allow to obtain the proper agreement with the principal experimental
observations, are: (i) the incorporation of the exchange interaction term (∼ J), which in an
effective manner represents the dd superexchange via the antibonding 2pσ states due to oxygen;
(ii) small but non-zero number of double occupancies which is determined by the value of the
onsite Coulomb repulsion; (iii) strong electron correlations effects taken into account at level
higher than RMFT. All those features appear in the theoretical description based on the t-J-U
model with the application of the DE-GWF method in the higher orders of the expansion. With
the use of such a description of the copper-oxide plane, the following results were obtained:

• Good agreement with the available experimental data was obtained for the case of principal
features of the superconducting state in the cuprates. Namely, (i) the calculated correlated
pairing amplitude reflects the characteristic dome structure as a function of doping for
. 0.35 − 0.4 with the optimal doping ∼ 0.1 − 0.2; (ii) the theoretical results show the
asymmetry between the electron and hole doped sites of the phase diagram in favor of
the latter in qualitative agreement with experiment; (iii) the transition between the non-
BCS and BCS-like paired states appears close to the optimal doping with the non-BCS
regime contained within the underdoped regime [quantitative agreement with experiment
for ∆Ekin(δ)]; (iv) calculated Fermi velocity in the nodal direction, Fermi momentum and
the effective mass are weakly dependent on doping and they agree quantitatively with the
available experimental data.

• The physical picture of the superconducting state based on the t-J-U model is preserved
after extending the model with the two-site interaction terms (correlation hopping and
intersite Coulomb repulsion). Such situation indicates the universality of the approach,
i.e. the correct choice of the minimal model for a realistic description of selected properties
of copper-based high-temperature superconductors.

• The analysis of the copper-oxide bilayer structure indicates that the principal properties
of the superconducting state oobtained within the single-band t-J-U model do not change
essentially as a result of inter-layer effects. However, in systems with more than one Cu-O
layers in the unit cell, the increase of the maximum critical temperature is mainly caused
by the interplanar pair hopping processes. Additionally, for the bilayer model, a relatively
good agreement has been achieved between the theoretical and experimental results for
the Bi-2212 compound.

• The proper sequence of phases on the phase diagram has been reproduced, with the pure
d-wave superconducting phase above the optimal doping and the charge ordered phase in
the underdoped regime, where a competition between the SC and CDW phases appear.
Additionally, the phase with charge modulation appears in the form coexisting with the
Cooper pair density wave (PDW + CDW). The latter was observed experimentally in
recent years. The aspect of the proper balance between the amplitudes of modulation that
correspond to particular symmetries still need further research.

Within the presented research, the DE-GWF approach was also extended to the case of the
three-band model of the cuprates, which explicitly includes oxygen degrees of freedom. In some
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general aspects, one- and three-band approaches lead to similar results for the superconducting
phase, which supports the correctness of the effective single-band description and the results
described above. Nevertheless, explicit includion of oxygen degrees of freedom seems necessary
in order to carry out a detailed description of individual compounds from the cuprate family and
to reconstruct the differences that exist between them, such as different values of the maximum
critical temperature. The analysis of the hole content distrubution factor ρ, which is related to
this last aspect, shows qualitative agreement with the available experimental data.

The presented theoretical studies on copper-based superconductors based on the paradigm
of strong correlations led to results that uniformly reconstruct the fundamental properties of
a part of the cuprate phase diagram. Nevertheless, it has still not been possible to create a
complete theory which would describe all of the unconventional phases observed in this family
of compounds. In particular, the proper description of the pseudogap phase and its relationship
with other phases as superconductivity or e.g. CDW or PDW phases, is still lacking. It seems
that for this purpose it may be necessary to conduct a similar analysis, which, however, takes into
account both the effects resulting from strong local correlations (as here), as well as long-range
quantum fluctuations. This approach is characterized by a much higher degree of complexity
and requires further detailed analysis.

As part of the study of unconventional superconductivity, an Fulde-Ferrell type of phase
was also proposed, which may appear spontaneously, i.e. without applying any external factor
in the form of a magnetic or electric field. According to the analyzed concept, in materials
with predominant inter-band pairing, the mismatch between two Fermi-surfaces sheets can be
compensated by the non-zero center-of-mass momentum of the Cooper pairs which leads to the
formation of the FF phase. This idea was tested within a model appropriate for the description
of iron-based superconductors. As shown, the formation of the FF phase can be induced by
setting the proper doping level of the system. The idea is also interesting due to the possibility
of obtaining a material in which the superconducting current is induced without any external
field. Nevertheless, it remains debatable whether a dominant inter-band pairing channel may
appear in the iron-pnictides. This last aspect requires further analysis.
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5 Other scientific achievements

5.1 Before obtaining the PhD degree

The research carried out before obtaining the PhD degree focused on the theoretical analysis
of unconventional spin-triplet superconductivity together with its coexistence with magnetism.
The materials in which triplet pairing is believed to appear are UGe2, UIr, URhGe, UCoGe,
UNi2 Al3, as well as Sr2 RuO4. Compounds from this group should be classified as moderately
or strongly electron correlated, and in many of them also magnetic ordering appears. We
have carried out the analysis of the spin-triplet pairing mechanism induced by the Hund’s rule
in a two-band Hubbard model. This approach allows for a uniform description of both the
superconducting and magnetic phases.

The phase diagrams calculated with the use of the Hartree-Fock approximation, contained the
stability regions of both the spin-triplet superconducting phase and superconductivity coexisting
with antiferromagnetism and ferromagnetism [1, 2, 3, 4]. As shown, the ferromagnetic ordering
can be stable below the Stoner threshold when coexisting with superconductivity. Additionally,
enhancement of the superconducting gap is reported in the region for which the ferromagnetic
phase begins to stabilize. These two effects show that A1 type spin-triplet pairing and the
ferromagnetic ordering support one another. At the next stage of the research, the influence
of electron correlation on the considered phenomena has been analyzed with the use of the so-
called statistically consistent Gutzwiller (SGA) approximation [5, 6, 7]. The main difference
resulting from the electron correlations included within the SGA method was observed for the
so-called purely repulsive interactions regime (U ′ > J) [6]. Namely, in this regime the SC phase
appeared as stable within the SGA approach, which was not reported earlier for the case of the
HF calculations. In such situation the spin-triplet paired state is stabilized by the combined
effect of Hund’s rule and correlations
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5.2 After obtaining the PhD degree

In the paper [1] the theoretical research on superconductivity in metallic nanostructures was
carried out. In particular, it was shown that for the superconducting nanofilms, the quantum
effects resulting from electron confinement in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the
layer, the value of the critical field may not fulfill the Clogstone-Chandrasekhar relation. In
paper [2] the influence of orbital effects on the value of the critical field for superconducting
nanofilms was also examined. As shown, the orbital effect decreases the value of critical field
and reduces the amplitude of the critical field oscillation as a function of the layer thickness.
Moreover, the determined slope of the Hc (TC) in TC (0) is in accordance with the available
experimental data.

In the paper [3], the possibility of creating the Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov phase in
metallic nanofilms was analyzed in the presence of external magnetic field. In particular, as
shown by the multiband effects resulting from electron confinement in the direction perpendic-
ular to the layer, the FFLO phase stability region is separated into a series of smaller areas.
Each of them corresponds to adjusting the Cooper-pair center-of-mass momentum in order to
compensate the mismatch of the Fermi surface from a different band. The possibility of inducing
the Fulde-Ferrell phase by orbital effects in nanowires in the external magnetic field was also an-
alyzed [4]. Moreover, in the paper [5] the transport properties of HM/CM/SC heterostructures
(semimetal/conical magnet/superconductor) were analyzed as part of a self-consistent approach
based on the combination of BTK formalism with BdG equations.

In the paper [6], an alternative approach to the method based on the diagrammatic ex-
pansion of the Gutzwiller wave function was presented, in which the diagrammatic summation
procedure was carried put in the reciprocal space. Such approach allows to accurately reach the
thermodynamic limit. The method was used to analyze the principal models used to describe
the strongly correlated fermionic systems. As a result, a good agreement with the experiment
was obtained regarding the two Fermi velocities in the copper-based compounds.

In the paper [7], the twisted bilayer graphene system has been analyzed theoretically with
the use of an effective two-band model. Within the theoretical approach it was possible to
reconstruct the two-dome structure of the superconducting phase reported in the experiment.
The topological properties of the considered superconducting phase were also investigated.
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